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Introdudion
One of the most interesting new tools far teaching Is the

employment of games. White skits and role plays have long been
used in the classroom, the employment Qf actAl competitive
games for teaching purposes is a recent development; conseqbent-
ly .not much is as yet kaiwn about the actual utility of these
devices.. Since Educational Services Incorporated has quiff fre-
quently included games in its new teaching materials, it seemed
appropriate to attempt an assessment of tlie results -that game
playing has so lar produced in several schools.

Mr. Wolff iS the editorial director of the Social Studies Cur-
riculUm Program.

September, 1966
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The Game tf Empire
by Peter 'Wolff

In "Carnes for Learning" 1 Clark Abt discussed the theorY
underlying the use 'of games for teaching and learning and gave
brief descriptibns of some .of the games which he and his staff.
at Abt Associates Thc, prepared for the SoeiarStudies Curriculum
Program of Edumtional Services Incorporated. The follpwing
remarks are based, on a series of observations of classrooms while
games were actually being played, together with an evaluation4
of reports by teachers. who have used games developed by Edu-.
eational Services Incorporated.

By far the greatest number of observations that I made were
in classes playing "Empire," a Pear high school game dealing
with mereantihsm and trade regulations in the eighteenth-een-

' tury British ,Empire. Furthermore, I examined written reports
from approximately 50 teachers who had played "Empire." I
alsb visited a few classrooms playing "Adventuring" and an as
yet unnamed game dealing with the Restoration Period in Eng-
land. These two games are also meant for the junior high
school' years. I also visited two classrooms playing "Trade and
Travel" (anc er junior high school game) and reveived reports

4 from five teachers whose classes used "Trade and Travel; In
addition I acquainted myself somewhat with several games meant
for the elementary years, us well as with one game ("Steam")
designed for senior high school students:*

The overall .impression I received is that the games were
.very well, receivet1 by both students and teachers. Both grouris
seemed to look forward' eagerly to periods of playing. This re-
action must, of course, be viewed with a 'certain amount of
caution. No doubt there was considerable eagerness on the part .

of both students and teachers to be involved with something.
new; besides, participants may have .gi.ven the Idnd of answer
which they thought I wanted to hear. Still, there is an impressive
.amount of evidence pointing to the willingness of teachers, prin-
ciPals, and superintendents p try out teaching games and to the

Occarionai Piper No. 7, The Social Studies Curriculum Program.
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1966: Educational Services Incorporated.
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ability of students to learn from them. I shall try to support
this impression with some facts based on' observations, yvhile
also taking account of, some of the'difficulties and problems that
appeared in the actual use of ,games.

Arrangements for Ciune Playing

A classrooin in whiah a game is going on presents an aepear-
ance of consiireable confusion. In the case of "Empire ( and

-.Most tither games as well ) the entire class is divided, as evenly
as possible, into teams. In 'Empire". sit teams represent com-
peting interest groups, and an additional team ("British Navy"
or "Admiralty Custeims" ) supervises trade and shipping; thus
there are seven teams of from four to five children each who play.
Since "Empire" ( again like many other games ) is highly com-
petitive, each. team of children must sit together and be separated
from the other teams. The classroom, therefore, cannot contain
"orderly" rows of seats with qil children facing the teacher at
the front of The mini); taPles and chairs must be grouped to
permit members of teams to sit together and to consult with
one another. In the game of "Empire" there must also be a
central place for a very large map ( of (vhat would nowadays
be cilled the North Atlantic community ) which constitutes the
game ic;Oard. In some classrooms this map was placed on the
floor, this being the only available area large enotigh to accomt.
modate it.

9ther games, such as "Trade and Travel," are designed so that
they are best played by only a small number of- players (five, °

in the cas of the travel game). In "Trade and Travel" the object
is to discover the least time route betifveen two points in England
and then to twel this route while encountering chance hazards
such as might:have 13fallen a seventeenqi-century traveller. Thts
game, therefore,..is degigned to teach soMething about the length
and difficulty' of travel in seventeenth-century England as well
as tn. give the children some notion of the general geograpIty of
the4untry.

Peceatse this game involves only five players and no ..com-
pliclited aivaratus, some teachers- have found it best to have
several games going on simultaneously in the classroom. This
eliminates-the need for teams and allows each child to compete
and have an opportunity to win on Ills own. (Since there are

wt.



THE CAME OF ENIFIliE

bound to be four losers, no special stigma'is attached to losing.)
Because 'each child plays for himself, .his motivation and his ./

"leamipg opportunities are greater than if he is part .of a team,
unless he is a child who cannot, learn at all without help frOm
others. Having four or fiive games going on simultaneously in
one room makes, df course, for a fair amount of noise and con-
lusiOn, even though "Trade and Travel" ii a much less noisy
and active game than "Empire."

It may be assumed, then, that all games create noise and pro-
duce- an, unorthodox classroom situation. There is, however, a
great range between different schools: one classroom in New
York City required a police whigtle to penetrate the din, while
a class in Quincy, Massachusetts was so mill-disciplined that
therewas almost no perceptible increase in, the level of noise.
(Both of theke were extremes, of course.) . The iffiportant point,
however, is thisohe noise, confusion, and tumult are not just
things to be put up with atid if possible minimized; on the con-
trary these are neceskary and perhaps desirable conditions of
game playing. It is because of the unusual classroom situition,
the freedom of movement given to students (which results in
shoving: pushing, yelling, and so forth), hetause of. the absence
of usual restraints, that games appeal to children and promote
(ut least in part) their learning.

The Motivational Appeal of Teaching Games

Indeed the clearest and most obvious reason NI- teaching
by games is.that the classroom activity they induce kas a great
appeal for children. There are a great many remons for this
appeal; let me list some of them, beginning with those mentioned
just above.

(a) The classroom routine is interrupted. This itself pleases
the 'children, indicating that perhaps one of the major faotors
holding back learning is mere boredom with school. (The rea-
sons for the boredom may be different for bright and for dull
c)ildren, but both lands experience it.)

(b) The ehildrro are encouraged (indeed, required) to talk
to their fellow students, instead of the usuirl rule of s;lence being
enforced. This not only helps to relieve boredom but alscl gives
the children the idea that their conversation may be af .some
value, when it is addressed to other children. Usually, the major

6
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impression received in school is that only teacher-oriented speech
is worth anything.

(c) Children like the manipulative aspects of games. They°
like to handle .the .game pieces, and they like the feeling that
they,"own" some of the equipment (such as play money, and
in the case of "Empire"ships and goods): This factor may be
less ithportant with older students, but it is still definitely opera-
tive for junior high school children.

An intetesting sidelight on this aspect was provided by a
class of seventh graders in New York. These were eConomically
and culturally deprived. children ( although the region where
they live is far from the Worst in New York City). 'Mae students
'respinided well to the fact that the teaching materials of "The
Emergence of the American" (the unit to which "Empire". be-
longs) were hand.somely designed. They also clearly liked play-
ing the game and all the concomitant activities. But what was
most striking was this: Each of the six teams in "Empire" re-
ceives two small, transparent plastic boxes; one to hold the goods
which the team has to sell, the other to receive the goods which
it purchases. The boxes are divided into little compartments and
can be closed.with a hinged cover. Altogether, tl'ese are very
ordinary boxes; nevertheless, the children in New York evi-
dently considered these boxes to be precious and unusual. Within
twe hours all of them disappeared from a game box that was left
open for display purposes; this appe.u-ed ,to be the only thing
which the children coveted. I would guess that to many bf the
children, these plastic boxes had the character of toys such as
they had never been able to handle before. While this is surely
an extreme example, probably.even childien frontmore privileged
economic backgrounds derive some pleasure from handling well-
designed game "hardware." -

(d ) Children like to win, especially if .the game seems fair.'
This is largely the case, I think, because winning is an easily
aed well understood goal. Whereas many other classroom situa-
tions confuse a child becaese he does not .understand what is
expected of him (and he desperately triei to obtain clues from
the teacher's behavior or from his fellows as to what he is
posed to do and say ), the child understands what is wanted wfien
he is told to -try to win ( to make as much money as possible,
for example, in "Empire"), even if he does not always wade..-

. stand how to go about it.

6
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An occasional exception to this rule can be observed. During
the late junior high school years (and probithly in the senior
high school years), some girls do not like to compet with boys
and do not care about winning (in this way). This is especially
appUrent when the normal distaste of girls for competition with
boys is reinforced culturally. Thus, to retnrn to the example of
the children from New York, Pueito Rican girls there seemed
especially reluctant to challenge the boys.

Belcause children like to win, it follows as un obvious corol-
lary Itat they will object to unfair games. Thus it is important
to arr nge.things so that each player or each team has an ap-
proximately equal chance of winning. However, if a game such
as "Empire" tries to simulate an historical situation, a certain
amount of "rigging" is inevitable. For example, children who
play "Erypire" often complain that too many ships are sunk or
that too many are seized by pirates; yet the probability of these
events happening has been based on historical facts. Again,
because mercantilism "rigged" trade ,in the British Empire in
favor of the London Merchants, the game "Empire". is similar-
ly rigged. Fortunately, there are several 7easons why this does
not take away the children's incentive to play; first, the .mer-
cantile stein, though it favored the English merchants, also
offered oPportunities for profit to other interest groups in the
Empire. Unless this had been so, the various .colonies would
not for long have put up with this system. This is faithfully
reproduced in the game: it is possible for any of the teams to
mike' a killing. Second, individuals in the e:ghteenth century
(and some teains; in "Empire") found it possible and profitable
to circumvent the mercantile rules by smuggling; they were (and
are) able to "beat the system." Third, the system of scoring
evens out the inequities: since the Winner of "Empire" is ,not
the team with the largest riches at the end, but rather the team
that has increased its wealth the most, it is possible in thVgame
of "Efhpire" for a team to :sin even though its actual gains are
very insignificant.

Even more importantly, it seems likely that children will not
like gattles that are deliberately "rigged" or made unfair, in order
to elicit from them an emotional response, such as anger, Sur-
prise or resentment, similar fa the .emotional responses which ap
unfair real-life, situation might elicit. It seems likely to me (al-
though I have observed only a few instances as yet) that chil-

7
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dren will resent a game,Aelnain purpose of whici) is to show
them they cannot,wtia.2 .

The jurfiarhigh school unit dealing with the English Civil
War utiliesent contains a game (called "Revolution") which:is
z-igd against most of the players. As .the game proceeds most
of the players have things done to them, by King Charles I and
his advisors, which damage them, financially, pohtieally, or moral-

. ly ( in the sense that they are required to act against the dictates
of their conscience). It turns out that there is no madiinery for
doing anyttins about these grievances; the more the playeis try,
to tareio some of the Injustified_euenti-hapnening to them, the
mory of the same kindlakesVace. The hope of the game de-
signers is that the players ( i.e., the children) will -get angry and
will realize _that tlig is siihilar to what must have been happen-
ing to Englishmen in the siXteen-twenties and thirties, and tl,at
grievances 4A-cannot lw ameliorated may easily leactOo rev-
olution. Since this game has not yek been tried out with children,
-no evidence exists as yet as to whether it lacks the motivational
advantage of games.

e) Children feel secure in game playing. because the activity
is familiar (all childrerc play games ) anti non-t1;reatening. This
point is closely related to the previous one. Because the children

.1 know what to do, know what it means to,win, and are naturally
motivated to try to win, they plunge into game activities with
great enthusiasm. The ether side of tiis will is that when the
children discover as they do in some TNirning games that a
considerable amount of reading and of work is.required, they
easily become disappointed in the game activity: it turns out
not to be all "fop" after all.

( f 1 In the previous paragraph, I have already touched on

2 At one time, we briefly contemplated a "slave!' game, as u suppkment
to "Empire." This game was supposed to confront the students with the
moral problems of, slave trade. We thought it might be useful to familiarize
the children with the horrors of the middle passage in order to make the
problem real (and therefore important) to them. On reflection, however,
we decided that this was probably damaging to the children, especially
Negro children. Not only was the game fatally rigged (the closest a player
could come to "witming- was merely to survive through several rounds
of playing ending up as a slave), so that no child could experience any
real pleasure of winning, but it also seemed that playing the game could
contribute to a low self-estimate by Negro children. The game was never
tried out, therefore; we felt that the moral problems of slave trade could
better be dealt with in sonic other, non-game fashion.

8
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an important point which disposes children favorably/oward
learriing by games. There is, (or there at least appears to be)
not much reading required to participate in games. Though the
children know that games have rules and that rules are usually
stated in writing, they also know that game rules are usually
learned by playing rather thab by reading and they quite proper-
ly expect to do so. with teaching games. (In fact, one of the
worst mistakes a teacher can make is to .go through the rules
laboriously, step by step,, before starting to play. He will bore
himself and the children, and probably neither be not' the chil-
dren will know how to play thtf game anyhow.)

Thus a game shares with audio-visual.materials the advan-
tage of avoiding children's reading problems. To the extent that
reading is required, as in the contract forms for "Erniiiie," the
trip cards for "Trade_ ana Travel," or the careL r cards for "Ad-
venturing," games encbunter the same resistance from slow read-
ers as other materials do, although in a tearn-ganie a non-reader
can often obtain needed information orally from his teammates.

How Do Children Learn by Games?

In the answer to this question' I ani nOt lopking for a theory.
of learning by means of games, but'inerely for the practical de-
I;ices that are or should be built into games so that the players
can learn from playing. Basically, these devices fall into twq
kin4s: ( a ) intrinsic nwans and ( b) extrinsic means.

( a) By intrinsic devices I mean those which are a "natural"
part of the game and perform their teaching hinction simply if the
Ngame iF played. For example, if chess were a teaching game, then
it would teach certain things to a player because ,he could not.
help learning them while he learned the rules. of chess and
played the game. Chess teaches a player that in a battle order,
the king 6 the most valuable piece (in the senie of requiring pro-
tection at all costs), while the queen is the ,most potent offensive
weapon, Cjiess would also seem to teach that in a battle 'it is
more valuable to have two bishops on your side than two knights
(since the former two can mate a king while the, hater two can-
not ). 'ibis information may bia amusing as illustrating certain
ecclesiastical prejudices concerning the importance of secular and
church power; it is also a good indication that many games teach
misinformation. Chess, of course, is ndt a teachin§ game, but it

.9
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may be well to realize that its "incidental" teachini capacity is.
quit,e severely limited. 'Other games devised for...entertainment,
such as Memopo ly, apvar to teach as well as to entertain; but
again, it is likely that most of the information imparted is totally
or partially false. From playing Monopoly, for example a player
might learn that the only area where monopolistic practises are
commori is that of real estate speculation; in fact, this is one of
the least likely places for monopolies,

Chms and Monopoly, of course, do not claim to' be teaching
ganies, so that we cannot blame.them if their rules are arbitrary
and do not reflect reality. These examples da, however, point rout
a danger which teaching games are subject to: their rules may
misinform the children. Let us examine a couple of gaines from
this point of view. .e

Much of "Empire's" teaching ability is intrinsic. The way in
which the game is set up teaches ( or should teach) about such
things as the Navigation Act, smuggling, mercantilism, and the
role of the British n4vy in ...ghteenth-century trading. For ex-
amplF, the colonial trading teams in "Empire" ale forbidden to
sell many of their products to merchants outside of the British
Empire. This restricts the ability of the American colonist teams
to make money, and is a direct reflection of the actual Navigation
Acts. Presumably, a child will learn what the Navigation Acts
are all about, how they affected the American colonists and how
they affected the British merchants, simplax by playing the game.

Similarly, in the 'Trade and Travel" game, the children will
learn from planning their routes, that it was not possible to travel
from cambridge to Canterbury in seventeent4ehtury England
without going through London. This in turn s!iould teach them
( without anything even being said about it )' that London oc-
cupied an impokant and central place in England.

In "Adventuring" each male player chooses a career for him- cd,
self. The rules provide, however, that the eldest son in a family
has no true choice but must choose the same career as his father;
this rule actluaints the children with one of the factors which
restricted social mobility in seventeenth-century England.

In :Stearn" thi players have to set a price on coal which
they wish to sell. Their costs in producing the coal depend on
(1) how much whiter they have to pump out of a mine shaft and
(2) whether this pumping is done by hand or by means of e
steam engine. Here the game teaches the children that a steam

10
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'engine .is very expqnsive to purchase,but thpt at eies 'them to
bring dawn the colt of producing eaal. . ..x

It seeing quite apparent tnat 4hese intrip)sib teaching devices
arc very-effective, because they promote i arning without pain.e
The child, eager, to win, will acquaint mself with the rules of
the game and sti, willy-nilly, acquires 'knowledge. One teacher
in fact reported that herislow students, suddenly realized that
'they were learning something while they were having fun in
playing *Trade and Travel."

It ii also quite clear that the child can be seriously misled,
however. I have already pointed out how games thI are de-
signed fOr amusement may mislead the players, if they are in-
terpreted as giving factual information. The matter is more
serious with teaching games, however, where deliberate falsifi-
cations sometimes have to be introduced in order to keep the
game simple enough to be playable. For example, in "Empire"
there'!" is no provision, for insurance on the ships or their cargo,
simply because this would introduce more paper work and make
the game intolerably lengthy and complicated. Although this
is a sufficient reason ip my opinion for omitting insurance, it
should be pointed out 1?y the teacher that insurance!was in fact
sold ,during the eighteenth century and arose just because of
situations such us those in "Empire." Unless this is done, the

. child "learns" that during the eighteenth century it was not pos-
ible to protect ships- and goods -against shipwreck and piracy.

The omission of insuirance merely fails to teach something;
but there are more serious errors. In "Empire' all trading is
carried on by ships, even the -trade between adjacent teams on
the North -American continent. If the Colonial Farmers sell
something to the New England Merchants, the goods (ip the
game ). have to be transported by ship. In making ibis journey,
the ship is subject to all the same hazarks as a ship going across
the Atlantic Ocean (though not as intensely, because the journey
takes only one-third as long). Again, this feature of the game
was introduced in order to make it simpler and more uniform;
If land travel as well as sea tiavel had to be included iu the ri;les,
the complications would have been formidable.

Perhaps the most serious distortion in 'Empire," from the
historical point of view, is the.permissibility of direct conversa-
tions '(relating to buying and selling) between teams which geo-
graphically are thousand&of miles apart. The Southern Planters

2
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team, for-example, is permitted to discuss possible trades with
the European Merchants team. ;In an initial version of "Empire"
we ;planned to have such trading carried .ou by letters which
.would have to be sent acioss the ocean. It would, take some'
time, of coarse, forthese letters to reach their destination.. (We
even had a formula: 2 minutes .of play time= 1 week of real
historical time.) Once more, this provision turifed out to make
the game unplayable; most of the classroom time was taken up
by letters going hack and forth, without any trades being con-
summated. Still, the realization that, trade in the eighteenth
ceotury wa.s complicated by the fact that instructions took weeks
to get across the ocean is certainly an important one for the
children to get; to "teach" them that eommunication was prac-
tically instantaneous.is to misinform them seriously. We depend
gra another pa4 of the Colenial Unit, a pamphlet dealing with an
actual Nw Edgland trading firm (Joseph Lee. 6i Co. of Beverly,

, Massachusetts) to show the children how large the communica-
tions difficulty loomed. Joseph Lee has to give instructions to
Captain Burchmore which anticipate possible contingencies:

. we direct you to proceed immediately for Charleston,
South Carolina, and there make sale of our rum if the
market should be such 'as 'to pay the original cost and
charges; but if otherwise, and you juage it prudent to
proceed to Winyah Bay,. South Carolina, for the benefit
of getting rice cheaper, reserve twenty-five barrels of rum
to carry with you. .

Th.. 4uesiion remains, of course, which impression will be left
more strongly in the student's mind:.%vhat he gathered from the
game (which comes first and has the motivational advantage)
or what he read in thtv pamphlet? It is well to keep in mind
these. necessary oversimplifications and possible falsifications
when assessing the teaching potential of games.

A similar problem, which has been raiii-d-by_a few teachers,
arises from the fact that some games seem to teach -and encour-
age immoral behavior. Thus, in "Empire" not only is slave--
trading a regular part of the game,' but the rules also explicitly
countenance and encourage both bribing and smuggling. Many
teachers are not satisfied with the explanation thht all of these
activities were in fact part of eighteenth-century commerce;

3 The Emergence ert the American, Pari IVC. "The New England
Merchant : Joscph Lev and Co.," p. 2.
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TUE CAME OF EMPIRE

they feel that having them in the game gives the appearance
that it is morally all right to engage in these doings. Actually,
all the children should learn is that slavery, brillery, and smug-
gling were integral parts of trading, but the teachers apparently
feel that including them in the game gives a kind of school seal
of approval to these activities. A good teacher will, of course,
seize the opportunity.to discuss all of these things and question
Aieir moral tightness with the children. Less adept teachers, who

/are afraid to have the children know about these activities, re-
veal by 'this very fact one of the causes that estrange children
from school: school is a place in which real situations and prob-
lems*( inchtding ugly ones) are not to be discussed; school is a
sort of nevei-never place in which children are forced to pretend,
that reality as they know it (especially if they are city children)
does not exist. Children do in fact know i great deal about dis-
honest behavior; they understand it. For example, some children
playing ."Empire" tried to win by actually stealing cargo chips
from competing teams. Certainly they should be stopped from
doing this, but it is nonsense to imply that this sort of behavior
was caused by the game. The children obviously 'lad been used
to stealing long before; actually "Empire" would give an oppor-
tunity to raise questions about this and similar behavior.

(b) Extrinsic teaching devices are not subject to the problem
of oversimplification, simply because they are nut essential to the
playing of the game. Consequently, these devices may be as
simple or as complicated us we please.

For the Mast part, these devices consist of bits of information
which are distributed through the game in such a way that, the
game designers hope, the children will absorb them even though
it is not necessary to do so in order to play. A common device is
to put instructiors for the next move on a card and then to add,
on the same card, some additional information not related to
the move. The hope is that the child, because he has to read the
card in order to know what to do next, will go on and also
read the further text which will furnish him some desirable in-
formation.

Thus, in 'Trade and Travel" each player at each move turns
over a card, which either says "Make A One Day's Journey Safe-
ly" or else give reasons why the player is delayed. In addition to
these instructions, each card also contains some information about
seventeenth-century England, for example:

13 -
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In 1693 a special let offering a reward for the apprehend-
lug of highwaymen was passed, so severe 1- d the danger
become. Anyone caritnring a highwayman who was later
convicted was to be paid a reward of forty pounds.

Iu -Adventuring" the Olayers have to pick careers which they
think will further their fame and fortune. There are 28 different
kinds of careers; having decided on one, the player then draws
a card from a group of about ten describing what happens to a
person choosing that kind of career. Suppose that a player de-
cides to become a merchant in the Baltic Sea area. Be picks a
card from the -Merchant, Baltic" pile which may read as follows:

You get a contract supplying salt beef and bIscuit to the
navy. Since Cromwell's government, unlike that of Charles

pays its bills, you make a fortune.

What the player-needs to know for purposes of the game, then
follows:

Gain: £.2,000 plus an estate.

The game designers hope that the children will learn something
about the fiscal policies of Charles 1 from this card.

In "Empire" most of the teaching results come from intrinsic
deuiees, although there is some incidental information extrinsic
to the game which the children probably will mtain. (For ex-
ample, the .relathe cost of different kinds of goods in the
eighteenth century.)

It takes but little observation of games' being played to iratke,
it apparent that extrinsic teaching devices de not work very well.
At first, the children ( 'especially good readers) will read every-
thing that is on a card, hut after very few moves they discover
what it is that matters for the next move and from then on they
simply read that portion of the card. The more they get caught
up in the game, the more interested they are in winning and the
less they caw about extraneous information. For slow readers,
the adad information may be an actual handicap, because they
may never get to the text that tells them what to do. They win
either be unable to play, or will at least be discouraged by the
amount of reading they have to do.

What Do Children Learn from Games?

Children can learn both facts and ideas from games. As
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usual, it is easiest to identify the facts which a child might and
does learn. In "Empire" the children easily and surely learn the
various goods which a given trading area had to sell (lumber
from New England, tobacco from the SmIthern colonies, and so
forth). Almost all the teachers emphasized this aspect of the
game and seemed pleased that the children learned about the
economic situation of different areas. Much rarer were the
occasions when chiklren grasped some of The basic aumptions
underlying the system of trade representexl in "Empire"; that,
eolodies should be kept as souraN of r;iw materials, while manii-
facturing should be carried on in the mother country; that the
benefit of trade to England could be measured directly by the
ainount of cash flowing into England; and so on.

Most of the latter notions are, if not demonstrawa, at least
suggested by the rules of "Empire," i.e., by the intrinsic struc-
ture of the game. Nevertheless, the children did not, by them-
selves, seem to grasp these netions; perhaps it is better to say
that they were not interested in them. It was possible, however,
to get the children to understand these ideas in a discussion of the
game. For example, the'question "Was this a fair gamer elicited
answers from the various team members which made it possible'
for them to see how the mercantile system operated and why
it was rigged the way it was. Idmlly, of course, the children
would have seen all this even without a class discussion, but in
actual fact it seems that they become too involved with the im-
mediate problem of winning to pay any attention to underlying
ideas.

Beyond this, there are some other questions which ought to be
raised by the teacher after "Empire" has been played and which
the children at least ought to try to answer. Many of these ques-
lions involve value judgments. Thus the children should cer-
tainly have been prepared by the game for a question dealing
with the morality of slavery. (Slaves are traded irk Talipire"
other goods.) Furthermore, they probably should consider the
'illegal trade which is one of the options in the game. How do
they feel about the propriety of such smuggling? Whether they

, conderrin it or approve it, they certainly should be made to think
about the reasons for it. Finally, the game naturally raises the
question of whether membership in the British Empire was ad-
vantageous to the colonists and whether, therefore, they welt
likely to revolt against the governing aitthority.

15
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All of. these are interesting questions and valuallle to have
raised. "Empire" seems to provide an excellent occasion for
having them considered in a junior high school class. However,
these questions will seldom arise automatically; unless the teachts
makes a deliberate effort, the opportunities for discussions of the
various topics mentioned will simply be lost. It is hard to over-
ennphasize the importance of a "de-briefing" or discussion scssion
after the game hus been played. Without such disCiussions, much
of the value of "Empire" will be lost. The same is true of other
games I have observed; it is probalile that it applies to all games.
Without a class discussion about seventeenth-century England,
"Trade and Travel" will be just another boar5 game, not too
different from Parchmsi or dozens of similar games. In "Adven-
turing" the.notions of social stratification, of soctal nrbility -or

% 'rigidity, of the relative importance of birth and monej in a
society are there to be eiillored bK the teacher who takes advan7
tage of his opportunities. If, however, the teacher fails to follow
up these gatneL it is likely tha't the benefit to- his students will be
very small indeed.

Ef .

Thus there are several possible answers to the question of
what stUdents learn from games. One possibility, which must be
acknetwledged, is that the students may learn nothing or almost
nothing from them. This will bt the case if ihe teacher does
not capitalize on the teaching possibilities which a game offers
him.. If the teacher expects a game to do his instructional job
for him and does nothing on his, own, his stodents will 'gain
nothing or very little. Even worse, the students may learn wrong
things because of the falsifications which, we saw above, are
built into any same.

Fortunately, a. jirtiore likely result is that the students will
learn quite a lot from their playing of games. How much learn-

. ing there is will depend on how much the teacher does by way
of follow-up and on how well designed the game is...1n playing,
the children will become familiar with the structure of the game;
thus the more information there is to be derived from the stiuc-
ture of the game, the more learning there can be expected to be.
Relatively little information will be derived from extrinsic de-
vices of a game; even if a child learns something from one of
these devices, it is unlikely that, he will long remember it-.

Whqt is more interesting and important to discover, of course,
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is whether childred can learn concepts from games. Here the
evidence seems to shov :tat a well-designed game can be eitraor-
-dinarily helpful. Difficult abstract notions 'can be made con-
crete for children by means of games. Such ideas as "mercantil-
ism," "social stratification,* arid "revolution" can gain reality for
children when they are atfached to Concrete happenings. in a
game. It is unlikely that "denial of redress for grievances" or
"perceived incompetence of government* will mean much to
seventh or eighth graders; yet it is very likely that after par-
ticipating in the simulation game "Revolution' they would
understand what these ideas are, though they would not, of
caufse, use the above phrases to describe them.

Since so many ideas in the fields of social studies involve
\social interaction, games seem to be an excellent method far

getting students to cope with them. In "Steam" the law of sup-
ply and demand can be seen operating; furthermore, the notion
that increase in productivity depends on technological advance

illustrated. Both of these ideas can be explored by means of
the game more readily than by meiely reuling about them. In
one of the earliest games designed for ESI, "Hunting," the idea
15f cooperation between hunters in order to obtain food more
surely than if each man hunted alone becomes apparent. The
children (fifth .graders) see that a hunter may trade off the .op-
portunity for an occasional big kill (which he would haye for
himself alone) for the likelihood that he vkM: always have some
food even if he himself fails to kill any game. Even the idea
of the duality of patterning in hunian language has been in-
corporated into a game rHigh Seas") in order to make it con-
crete and understandable by young children.'

The evidence that children do in ,fact learn concepts from
games is, so far at least, targely subjective. It is baied primarily
on actual classroom obserVation together with (subjective and
anecdotal) classroom reports by teachers. An "objective" test
was given to many students who ha played "Empire," but it
mainly tested factual knowledge. We have already mentioned
earlier that the question "Was 'Empire' a fair game?" gave rise
in one group of children to responscs that showed the children

.
It should be adcfed that neither "Hunting" nor "High Seas" are at

present included in the matenali being prepared for elementary school
children.
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either understanding or on the threshold of Anderstanding such
_concepts as 13alance of trade," "monopoly,* "protecdonicm,"
and 'mercantilism. The judgment that these concepts (though
not necessarily those wards) were meaningful to them is based on
the kinds of questions they asked and the kinds of change which
they wanted made in 'Empire," in order that their particUlar
team woufd have a better chance of winning. In another class,
some children suggested that the best way for the various
colonial teams to make headway agaiust the London Merchants
would be for them to band together. It is not too far-fetched
to maintain that these children ware thinking about a possible
cause 'of the American Revolution. Sometimes the fact that the
children discover how to win at a game *is an indication that
they have undeptood some basic concept: thus, in "Steam" most
children quickly realize that in ordei to win (which Means mining
the most coal at the least cost) they must purehase a Watt steam
engine, becauge this machine rimoves water from a mine shaft
at the least expense per quantity of water. In '''rrrade and Traver
a child who has correttly chosen the least-time path for his
assigned trip, has understood several important mathematical
concepts, as well as some geographical notions.

At the same time, a teacher should realize that not all eone
cepts or facts that interest him, are necessarily included in any
one game. Thus. a fairly common, complaint of teachers about
"Empire" has been that, try as they would," they vuld not get
the children to see the "triangle trade" irt it. This merely reflects
the teachers' view that this is' what children should learn about
trade in the eighteenth century and that thii is one of +he im-
portant facts concerning slavery. "Empire," however, was de-.
signed not to teach about slavery or the (alleged) triangle
trade, but rather about mercantilism and,about the influence that
economic factors had oil the movement "from subject to c:tizen"
(the name ot the eighth grade course to which the COlonial
Unit and the game- of "Empire" belong).

Though the evidence is admittedly spotty, it seems to me
definitely to point to the conclusion that the teacher who is
interested ip teaching structure and concepts (which means all
good teachers) rather than factual knowledge; should welcome
games as teaching devices, as long as he realizes that his own ac-
tive cooperation is going to be required in order to realizt the
teaching potential which these games have.

18
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The Exgenditures of Time and Money Required' by Carnes.

What kind of expendittire is requirea for a teaching game
to operate successfully? (The cost I have in mind is measured
not only in money but also in time that must be' spent.) Con-
versely, what do teachers and ohildi6 obtain for this expen-
diture?

The cost can be aealyzed into three parts. There am first
the research and developittent costs, which will probably be
borne by aii institutiop such ifs ESI, or els, by a commereial
house which develops games for prat. Second, theVe are the
&ritual productign costs of the "hardware" items for the game
board, pieces, play money, or whatever is required, tegether with

tructions for students,,teachers, and any othei written material
that may be needed (tuliplementary reading, tests, and so forth).
Third, there i the expenditure of time and effolt by the teacher
who uses the game in his class.

We must also take into consideration the use of the children's
time in playing a game. If a certain amount of ixtructional time
is devoted, to 'a game, are the children prating (i.e., learning)
from this? Are they profiting from it more than they wad by
the same exPenditure of time in more conventional instruction?
There is-a further question of whether children who have played
a teaching game will continue to leam from other teachin
games, or whether the utility of games decreases as gmater and
greater use of them is made. Such 4ecrea5ling utility (int weire
found to exist) might indicate that the initial success of ganles
was, due to their novelty 'in the classroom (i.e., was an instance
of the so-called Hawthorne effect) rather than to some intrinsic
advantage which they possess over other teaching materials. As
the novelty of games wears bff 'with increased usage, it should
become apparent whether their success with clildren is a tem-
porary illusion or a pernianent phenomenon.

Let us consider these points orp by one. .There can be. little
doubt that the research and development costs for games are
high. All experience shows thirt a game cannot be developed
overnight but reqtiires a- minimum of several months' work.
"Empire" is still being revised, although it has been worked on
for over two years (not continuously, to he sure). The develop-
ment of a game requires first that someone sees a way of putting
something which it is desirable to teach into game form. That
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is someone muse\see tlud some set oideas (or facts) can be
taught in a contest situation, where Wcontest is regulated by
a small number of easily definable and unambiguous 'rules. Then
the contest,must bp 'preelsely, defined, the competing parties or
teams identified, and %he rules made explicit. Wheri things have
gone this far, it is neeesiary to try the game aut. The first try-
out probably will not eoncern itself with the teaching possibil-
ities of the game, but rather'with the mere question of whether
the game "works." Do the rules, cover all. continiencim? Is it
always clear what a plaYer can dd next? Is it pbasible to diter-
mine a winner of the game? If the game seems to woc in this
mechrmical way, Then it it time to try. it out with children.
Again, the first question will be whether the michinics of the
game permit it to be played in a classroom. Is the-equipment
suitable? Can the children handle it? Can the classroom be
arranged to let play go oh? Can game equipment bp properly
stoied? Can it wilstand the special punishment which children
.give it?

the second and much. more important question (but 'one
which cannot be answered until the first one has been. disrosed
of) has to do with, whether the children are learning something
fram the game, whether what they are learning is factual infor-
mation or whether it is conceptual, whether what they are
learning is important, and whether they are learning that which
the game designer wanted them to learn.

As 'u tesult of testing' a game In a classroom and trying to
obtain answers to.these questions, it is likely that revisions will
have to be made in the game. The revised version in turn will
have to be tested out. it is necessary to go through .the entire
process again, because it ia possible that in "improving" the
game, we may inadvertently have added errors or may have
maile irunplayable fer technical reasons. (This is not un idle
fear; it has in fact happened with some games.) It is this lengthy
process of teiting, changing, and re-testing which makes game
development costly. It should be added .that in this respect,
however, game development is no different than development
of any new teaching materials.

As far as the actual pioduction costs of a game go '(and these
would certainly determine the minimum that a school- would
have to pay in order to obtain a given game), the available
figures at the monient are not very re)iable, because all of them
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rcter to the production of single, or a few, sets 4. games. Even
in the case of "Empire," only 300 game sets were produced.
Taking the costs so far incurred, one would certainly conclude

'that games are costly to produce. One game of "Empire" cost
well over $20.00 to make. Hereswe must remember that the
cost of a game has to be distributed over the number of children
using it; furthermore, there is every likelihood that quantity
production of games will result in significant cost reductions.

Let us turn to the expenditure of time involved in playing a
game in the classroom end relate it to the utility- of the game
as a teaching-devicei It is probably fair to. say that all games
take relatively lung to play. This is certainly true of "Empire:
which takes a minimum of 4ve dassrooni hours, tc. t pan eake

thmore. 'Trade and Travel" which Oas ought to . a simple
and qticii game when first designed turned out to require several
classro, hours also; "Adventuring" in its experimental version
took a week. In general, it can be said that games take longer
to play than the designers think they will: partly' because the
designers do nut realize all the complexities they are budding
into their games, and partly because of the frakmentation of
time that is normL in American schools (announcements, as-
semblies, etc.), and sometimes because of the teachers' deliberate
strategy. If a teacher finds a game sucressful in motivating
children,, he may hang .all shrts of additional'activities on the
game in order to itchieve the maximum' benefit. This of course
is perfectly legitimate and even desirable, aii long as the chil-
dren' do not get bored with the game. There is evidence that
they can and do get bored: in "Trade and Travel" the briOer
children became bored after about two sessions of playing,
while the slower learners enjoyed the game for several more
days. .1t is therefore important for the teacher to judge how
long he should go on with a game (as with any other actiiity).
Quite often, games seem to take mdre time than the teacher
is willing er able to give them. Sometimes he has to stop the,
game before it is finished. In this case the game cannot be
scored (so that no winner is determined) or, if it is scored, the
result is meaningless because tbe game has not been allowed
to be completcld. This seems to me a far less desirable turn of
events thah taking extra time to complete the game; since it
frustrates the students (taking away the motivational advantage
of games, namely, the possibility of "winning" at a classroom

TILE CAME OF EMPIRE
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activIty) and diminiihes if it sloes not destroy the educational
caaacity of the game. .

It appears to me that the high tioint oreffeetiveness for a
game comes usually en th second day of playing. (I am ignor-
ing one-period games, since I have never seen one; all those

A
which supposed!), were that quick and easy nevertheless turned
out to require several clays for playing.). On the second day, tlre
children have learned the rules; they have overcome initial cau-
tion induced by a new activity, and they have begun actually
to play. They have "got" the point of the game, if it is a good
game with a point. After this, from the third day on, the game
can easily beCome boring to bright students or too difficult and
lengthy .to slower ones. Scering the game and determining a
winner tends to restore interest in the game. If I am right, then
the teacher should take advantage of the high level of interest
at (or after) the second day for whatever special teaching needs
he has in mind. If he starts to emphasiz his special .point too
early, or if he waits too long past the Second day of. playing, he
will not achieve a4 good results. (Incidentally, it appears that
the second day is the high point of playing, even if there is a
double class period on either the first or the second day.)

Based on the games I have observed andt concerning which
I have read reports, it seems possible that slower students can
sustain high interest well beyond the second day for simple
gamt., while bright students may be able to do so for complex
games if the complexity intrigues them. Neither group, of course,
can sustaiii interest indefinitely for this or any other one activity.

suceess with one game in a class clearly does not
mean that 100% of classroom time should be devoted togames.
Far from it; I would judge (based on the teachers' comments)
that one or at most two games during a Year constitute the max-'
imum for this sort of activity. Overuse ciuite obviously will re:
duce any activity to a routine status.

The Utility of Teaching Carnes

How useful are games as teaching devices? What kind of
teacher can best use them and what kind of student will most

nefit from them? These questions cannot he answered cate-
gor Ily, but I think it is' safe to say that the answers would
be jlong the following lines.
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Games are quite useful as teaching devicel, perhaps. most so
at the junior high school levet. In this age group, the coznpeti-
tiv.e spirit is strong, the ability to 'understand rules is good and
the quasi-sophistication of the high school has" not yet set in.

*The. Utility of games derivevery largely from the great mo-
. tivating force which they exert on studcnts.

A great deal depends on whether a teachet. wand to use a
game. If he does not, because he does 'not believe in such 'frivo-
lous" activities; or because he cannot adjust to the concomitant
noise and confusion, then a game will not suerCied; it would be
pointless to force a game on such a, teacher.

Games will succeed with bright students, as long hold
.

'their-interest (which is probably not much mere th two or
three days). They will succeed with slower students, as long as
they can have fun Ald enjoy the more relaxed attitude of the
classroom.

Games certainly are dnly one of many teaching devices: they
cannot be substituted for all other activities. Not all learning
ituations are equally adaptable to gaming procedures and it,

would be folly to try .and make a game for an inappropriate
situation. Games are not infallible teaching devices; they suc-
ceed enly to the extent that the teacher understands them and
is able" to supply additional support for them by means of dis-
cussions, questions, readings, and so forth. Much of the success
of a good game therefore depends on the teacher. If a teacher
vAio has never used a game wonders whether to try*out one in
his class, I would encourage him to do so: by actually observing
what a game is like he can judge whether his teacbing methods
are adaptable to it. For the most part, I would guess, if the

eteacher is willing.to accept unorthodr sitUations and behavior
in his class, then he and shis students will find the experience re-
warding.
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